A very big mahalo to all of the Mediation Center’s supporters and friends who contributed so generously throughout 2015. Thanks to your support, 2015 ended on a positive note and we are off to a great start in 2016! While we said farewell to dedicated staff members in 2015, we have a wonderful new Team to support our growing services in 2016. The MCP Team includes: Candace Carrillo - Receptionist; Tabitha Prater - Administrative Assistant; Christa Otake - Kupuna Pono Coordinator; Shawn Quapaw, Iyori Kashiwada and Sherry Fieser - Client Services Specialists; Nathan Nikaido - Mediator Manager; Jessica Stabile - Deputy Director; and Tracey Wiltgen - Executive Director.

We are grateful to the Davis Levin Livingston Charitable Foundation and the Friends of Hawaii Charities whose support enabled MCP to assist even more people to talk, negotiate and resolve conflict creatively. Thanks to their support and the dedicated mediators and neutrals who faithfully volunteered their services throughout the year, approximately 5,000 people negotiated creative solutions to their conflicts. A total of 1,808 cases were managed and 51% of the mediated and facilitated cases resulted in customized written agreements and plans to meet the unique needs of the participants.

Thanks to the support of the Atherton Family Foundation, Hawaii Community Foundation, the Michael Nauyokas Innovation and Excellence in Mediation Fund, and the Earl and Margery Chapman Foundation, a new cloud-based case management program was created and went live on July 1st to manage the growing number of cases and a new cloud-based fund development system was incorporated into operations to support fund development initiatives and improve efficiency overall. Together these advancements are helping the staff to better serve the Mediation Center’s clients.

And finally, the Mediation’s committed Board of Directors participated in a one-day strategic planning session on November 7th lead by facilitator Linda Colburn. The outcomes of the session are currently being incorporated into a Strategic Plan that will guide the Mediation Center over the next three years. Initiatives big and small are included in the Plan to sustain the future of the Mediation Center and to ensure that Hawaii’s
Volunteers Going Above and Beyond

The Annual Recognition Gathering was held on December 11th to say thank you to the volunteers and supporters who gave so generously of their time and financial resources throughout the year and to extend a special recognition to those volunteers who truly went above and beyond. The Board of Directors and staff are grateful to all!

Iris Ito
Mediator of the Year

Erika Ireland
Apprentice Mediator of the Year

Michael McEnerney
Domestic Mediator of the Year

Richard Ekimoto & John Morris
Ekimoto & Morris LLLC
Collaborative Law Firm

Diana Chang & Jerome Berlinger
Distinguished Service Award

John DeLong, Hawaiian Cement
Collaborative Corporation

William C. Darrah

Ned Busch
Special Mediator Recognition

Doug Kaya, Charlene Anaya & Ray Zeason

Bruce McEwan
Special Board Recognition

Nathan Nikaido
30 Years of Service

Tracey Wiltgen, Bruce McEwan, Dee Dee Letts & Steve Holmberg
## UNDER THE MEDIATION

### MOON VIP TABLES

### COLLABORATOR TABLES

**$10,000**
- Robert and Cynthia Alm
- Clay Chapman Iwamura
- Pulice & Nervell
- Charles and Susan Hurd

### CONCILIATOR TABLES

**$5,000**
- Ayabe Chong Nishimoto
- Sia & Nakamura
- BEI Hawaii
- Island Insurance Company, Ltd.
- Bruce McEwan

### MEDIATOR TABLES

**$3,000**
- Justice Simeon R. Acoba (Ret.)
- Blue Hawaii Investments LLC
- Central Pacific Bank
- CW Associates CPAs
- Dispute Prevention & Resolution, Inc.
- Ekimoto & Morris LLC
- First Insurance Company of Hawaii
- Hawaiian Cement
- Hawaiian Electric Company
- Steven Holmberg
- Honolulu Board of REALTORS
- Warren Haight & Dorothy D. Letts
- Law Office of Ian L. Mattoch
- Chief Justice Ronald T.Y. Moon (Ret.)

## CONTRIBUTIONS

### MEDIATORS

**$1,500 & Above**
- Susan Chandler
- William C. Darrah
- Ekimoto & Morris LLC
- Tracey Wiltgen

### CONCILIATORS

**$1,000 & Above**
- Anonymous
- Anonymous
- Jerry and Vanny Clay
  
  (In Memory of Marvin Tilker)
  
  Honolulu Board of REALTORS
  
  Joanne Lundstrom

### PARTNERS

**$500 & Above**
- Lou Chang
- Jerry and Vanny Clay
- Elizabeth Kent and Kent Davis
- Jacqueline Earle
- Lee W. Erwin
- William and Susan Lampe
- McCorriston Miller Mukai
- Mackinnon LLP
- Thomas Matthews
- Leslie and Poranee Natadecha-Sponsel
- Richard Proctor
- Dawn Suyenaga
- Craig G.H. Yim

## RESOLVERS

### $250 & Above (Cont.)

- John and Kim Holzman
- Frederick S. Izumi
- Lee Alden Johnson
- Justice Robert (Ret.) and Aleta Klein
- Elaine Lemos
- Don and Pamela Lichty
- G. Kem and Junko Lowry
- Bruce McEwan
- Judge Marie N. Milks (Ret.) and William W. Milks
- Nathan Nikaido
- Aviam Soifer
- Ruth D. Tschumy

### FRIENDS

**$100 & Above**
- Richard and Margaret Baker
- Sayoko Blodgett-Ford
- Thomas and Jenny Brady
- Patricia Brandt
- Judge Michael F. Broderick (Ret.)
- J. William "Ned" Busch
- Beverly Cardinal
- Ellen Godbey Carson
- Thomas Cestare
- Wesley H.H. Ching
- Thomas and Louisa Di Grazia
- Justice James E. Duffy Jr. (Ret.) and Jeanne M. Duffy
- Richard and Lois Ekimoto
- Dolores Anne Foley
- Robert G. Frame
- Jed Gaines
- Judge Lisa Ginoza
- Sandy Gottesman
- Barbara Guss
- John B. Hall
- Iris Ito
- Don and Jane Katayama
- Robert S. Katz
- Judge Gerald Kibe
- Dennis W. King

## MAHALO FOR YOUR SUPPORT

Aloha United Way
Bretzlaff Foundation
Davis Levin Livingston Charitable Foundation
Earl M. and Margery C. Chapman Foundation
Foodland Give Aloha / Western Union
Friends of Hawaii Charities
Hawaii Justice Foundation
Jhamandas Watumull Fund
Pettus Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation

---

Friends of Hawaii Charities
Hawaii Justice Foundation
Jhamandas Watumull Fund
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The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation

---
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$100 & Above (Cont.)
Jo Ann Kocher
Evelyn B. Lance
Berit Larsen
Carol Mon Lee
Robert and Anna Lessard
Peter Lewis
Thomas Likos
John Lockwood
Virginia Low
Patti Lyons
Judge Victoria S. Marks (Ret.)
Ron Matayoshi
Georgia K. McMillen
Mid-Pacific Institute Peer
Mediation Program
Joy M. Miyasaki
David Molenaar
Frances Mossman
Poranee Natadecha-Sponsel
Philip Nerney
Richard W. Ornellas
Owen K. Tamamoto
Judge Michael Tanigawa
Laurie A. Tochiki
Steven J. Trecker
Bettina Uris
Adrienne Valdez
Roger and Claudia Whitlock
Elizabeth "Beth" Worrall-Daily
Patrick and Santa Marie Yim
Katie K. Yoshioka

Below $100 (Cont.)
Louise Ing
Regan M. Iwao
Elizabth Kent
(In Memory of Curtis Fujiio Zane)
(Cont.)
Ko Kent
Dick Morris
Becky Sugawa
Ken Takayama
Carol and Irene Takeshita
Jeff White
Todd Withy
Wendell Wong
Christel M. Yount
William Yuen
Judge Michael Tanigawa
Judge Victoria S. Marks (Ret.)
Judge Riki May Amano (Ret.)
Justice James E. Duffy Jr. (Ret.)
Justice Simeon R. Acoba (Ret.)
Herman and Patricia Brandt
J. William "Ned" Busch
Justice Karen T. Nakasone

Below $100 (Cont.)
Justice Robert Klein (Ret.)
and Aleta Klein
Delmarie Motta Klohe
Jo Ann Kocher
Marlene T. Kurihara
Spencer Kurihara
Al La Monica and
Katherine Wright
Dian Lee
Dickson Lee
Peter Nakagawa and
Elizabeth Lee
Jeffrey E. J. Lee
Ji Lee
Justice Steven Levinson (Ret.)
and Cathy Levinson
David Lum
Stanford Lum
Timothy Luria
Judge Victoria S. Marks (Ret.)
Bruce McEwan
Justice Sabrina McKenna
Ann Kurihara Mee
Ted Moore
Michael I. Murashige
Judge Karen T. Nakasone
Walter Narahara
Franklin K. and
Gayle T. Ota
Chief Justice
Mark E. Recktenwald
Seth M. Reiss
Carol Richelieu
Peter E. Robb
Shelley W. Robinson
Lawrence Rodriguez
Andrew Davidson Smith
D.C. Snakenberg
Dean Aviam Soifer
Owen K. Tamamoto
Christina Urban
Hazel L. Wong
Genevieve L. Yee
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Shelley W. Robinson
Lawrence Rodriguez
Andrew Davidson Smith
D.C. Snakenberg
Dean Aviam Soifer
Owen K. Tamamoto
Christina Urban
Hazel L. Wong
Genevieve L. Yee

Michael Nauyokas
Innovation & Excellence in Mediation Fund
Frank and Mary Nauyokas

Charles H. Hurd
Memorial Fund for Kupuna Pono
Justice Simeon R. Acoba (Ret.)
and Carolyn C. Acoba
Robert and Cynthia Alm
Paul Alston
Judge Riki May Amano (Ret.)
and Donald Amano
Charlene Anaya
Lorna Awana
Daniel A. Bent
Richard N. Berg
Hermon and Patricia Brandt
J. William "Ned" Busch
Gerald Cannon
Vernon Char
Jerry and Vanny Clay
Douglas Crosier
Karen Cross
Charles W. Crompton
Susan De Jonghe
Tony De Jonghe
Justice James E. Duffy Jr. (Ret.)
and Jeanne M. Duffy
Jacqueline Earle
Michael S. Flores
Theo Fujiyoshi
Steven Gee
Rhonda Griswold
Warren and Ottina Haight
Nancy A. Heu
John and Kim Holzman
Susan Hurd
Elizabeth Kent
Diana L. King

Charles Hurd
Memorial Fund for Kupuna Pono (Cont.)
Justice Robert Klein (Ret.) and
Aleta Klein
Delmarie Motta Klohe
Jo Ann Kocher
Marlene T. Kurihara
Spencer Kurihara
Al La Monica and
Katherine Wright
Dian Lee
Dickson Lee
Peter Nakagawa and
Elizabeth Lee
Jeffrey E. J. Lee
Ji Lee
Justice Steven Levinson (Ret.)
and Cathy Levinson
David Lum
Stanford Lum
Timothy Luria
Judge Victoria S. Marks (Ret.)
Bruce McEwan
Justice Sabrina McKenna
Ann Kurihara Mee
Ted Moore
Michael I. Murashige
Judge Karen T. Nakasone
Walter Narahara
Franklin K. and
Gayle T. Ota
Chief Justice
Mark E. Recktenwald
Seth M. Reiss
Carol Richelieu
Peter E. Robb
Shelley W. Robinson
Lawrence Rodriguez
Andrew Davidson Smith
D.C. Snakenberg
Dean Aviam Soifer
Owen K. Tamamoto
Christina Urban
Hazel L. Wong
Genevieve L. Yee

IN KIND
Contributions
Peter Adler
Robert and Cynthia Alm
Judge Riki May Amano (Ret.)
Charlene Anaya
Arcadia Retirement Residence
Ann Asakua
Sidney K. Ayabe
John Barkai
Bruce Barnes
Daniel A. Bent
Patricia Brandt
Kristin Bryant
Judge Hilary Benson Gangnes
Warren and Ottina Haight
Dona Hanaike
Constance Hassell
Hawaii USA Federal Credit Union
Hawaiian Cement
James K. Hoenig
Steven Holmberg
John and Kim Holzman
Iris Io
Lisa Jacobs
Doug Kaya
Jo Ann Kocher
Kukui Children's Foundation
Robert Lee-Driscoll
Giuseppe Leone
Dorothy D. Letts
Amrita Mallik
Judge Victoria S. Marks (Ret.)
Bruce McEwan
Judge Marie Miklos (Ret.)
Thomas Mitran
Monarch Properties Inc.
Tom Moore
Poranee Natadecha-Sponsel
Philip Nerney
Valerie Ossipoff
Christa Otake
Jennifer Patricio
Pepsico
Seth M. Reiss
Craig Robinson
John D. Stallman
Tom Stirling
Justin Sturdivant
Judge Michael Tanigawa
Bert Tartar
The Islander Group
Eilyn Tong
Eugene Villaluz
Bill Watts
Ray Zeason

Friends
$100 & Above (Cont.)
Jo Ann Kocher
Evelyn B. Lance
Berit Larsen
Carol Mon Lee
Robert and Anna Lessard
Peter Lewis
Thomas Likos
John Lockwood
Virginia Low
Patti Lyons
Judge Victoria S. Marks (Ret.)
Ron Matayoshi
Georgia K. McMillen
Mid-Pacific Institute Peer
Mediation Program
Joy M. Miyasaki
David Molenaar
Frances Mossman
Poranee Natadecha-Sponsel
Philip Nerney
Richard W. Ornellas
David M. Pellegrin
Barbara Polk
Ute Regan
Seth M. Reiss
Terry Revere
Craig Robinson
John W. Seigal
Sherrie T. Seki
Abelina M. Shaw
John D. Stallman
Jane Sugimura
Clyde Sumida
Owen K. Tamamoto
Judge Michael Tanigawa
Laurie A. Tochiki
Steven J. Trecker
Bettina Uris
Adrienne Valdez
Roger and Claudia Whitlock
Elizabeth "Beth" Worrall-Daily
Patrick and Santa Marie Yim
Katie K. Yoshioka

Below $100 (Cont.)
Natalie Ahalava
Charlene Anaya
Marie Ferdun
Gaylien Hall
Dona Hanaike
Scott Hashimoto
Murray M. and Yvelise Hixson

Supporters
Below $100
Natalie Ahalava
Charlene Anaya
Marie Ferdun
Gaylien Hall
Dona Hanaike
Scott Hashimoto
Murray M. and Yvelise Hixson
STRATEGIC PLANNING IN ACTION

Following weeks of gathering information from various stakeholders and strategizing over process details, facilitator Linda Colburn lead the Board through a one-day strategic planning process. The final Plan will be implemented at the start of Fiscal Year 16-17. MCP is fortunate to have a committed Board of Directors who give so generously of their time and talents.

WHAT’S COMING…

Don’t forget to check out MCP’s new website at www.mediatehawaii.org It will continue to be improved and updated over the next month.

Thanks to the support from the Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, the Bretzlafl Foundation and the Charles H. Hurd Memorial Fund for Kupuna Pono, the Kupuna Pono Program is continuing to grow. To promote the Program and increase community awareness about the value of family conferencing, mediator Leo Hura is producing a video. Christa Otake has also been organizing public outreach with a group of the Kupuna Pono facilitators and mediators. Through these efforts, more families will learn about the opportunity to participate in a family conference or mediation to better support the needs of their Kupuna.

The Program and Quality Assurance Committee has been reviewing programs to ensure high quality services are provided for all. To strengthen the Divorce and Child Custody Mediation Programs, couples will soon be required to complete and submit a draft Parenting Plan, Asset & Debt Statement and Income & Expense Statement, prior to participating in a mediation session. This new policy will help the couples better prepare for the mediation process, as well as provide the mediators with more insight into how far apart the couples are in working towards agreement. Workshops for the staff and mediators on the implementation of this new policy will be conducted over the new few months.
UPCOMING EVENTS

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Basic Mediation Training
Thursday Feb. 25, Friday Feb. 26 & Saturday Feb. 27
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
The Kukui Children’s Center Conference Room
Seating is Limited!
Contact Nathan@mediatehawaii.org to register or for more information

Developing Parenting Plans & Child Support Workshop
Saturday Feb. 6, 2016
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
The Kukui Children’s Center Conference Room
Seating is Limited!
Contact Nathan@mediatehawaii.org to register or for more information

Elder Mediation & Conferencing
Friday March 4 & Saturday March 5
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
The Hawaii Federal Credit Union
Contact mcpadmin@mediatehawaii.org

9th Annual Under the Mediation Moon
A Special Recognition of Hawaii’s Leading Mediation Pioneers
Rick Blangiardi, Hawaii News Now
Dennis Francis, Honolulu Star Advertiser
Reserve Your Table Now!

Advanced Mediation Training
Thursday Sept. 29, Friday Sept. 30 and Saturday Oct. 1
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
The Hawaii Federal Credit Union
Contact Nathan@mediatehawaii.org to register or for more information